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ALLIANCE GAME
DISTRIBUTORS

LEGEND OF THE FIVE RINGS CCG:
IVORY EDITION: A LINE IN THE
SAND BOOSTER DISPLAY (36)

FARMAGEDDON: THE
FRANKENCROPS EXPANSION PACK

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #174

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game releases.
GTM 174..................................$3.99

With 15 new Crop cards for farmers
to fight over, each with a different
ability while in play, the FrankenCrops
expansion gives players an easy way to
spice up their Farmageddon! Scheduled
to ship in July 2014.
FST 20022....................................$5.00

In the unrelenting summer heat of the
Colonies, tempers begin to fray as those
with allegiance to Iweko Seiken and Iweko
Shibatsu take an increasingly militant
stance against those who disagree with
their philosophies. A line has been drawn
in the sand of the Colonies. Who will cross
it first and escalate simple tensions into a
full blown conflict? The second expansion
for Legend of the Five Rings Ivory Edition,
A Line in the Sand is offered in 16-card
boosters packed in 36-count displays.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
AEG 17210-D...........................$143.64

ALDERAC
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

LOST LEGACY 2: FLYING GARDEN

Scattered across the world are pieces
of a strange craft from far beyond the
skies known as the Lost Legacies. In the
eastern peaks, legends speak of a floating
paradise, a garden of unearthly delights
protected by an implacable guardian.
Some of these legends claim the garden
provides an unending source of ambrosial
food and water. Discover where the Lost
Legacy can be found and win the game!
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
AEG 5815.....................................$9.99

5TH STREET GAMES

FARMAGEDDON: LIVESTOCKED
AND LOADED EXPANSION PACK

Livestocked and Loaded changes the
volatile fields of Farmageddon forever
with the introduction of Animals and
Weather! Learn new strategies to master
the livestock! Each animal will give you
a benefit, but only if you feed it one of
your planted crops. And, be the lookout
for unexpected Weather cards forecasting
events shuffled into the crop deck that
have unexpected effects when drawn.
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
FST 20021..................................$10.00

Welcome to Gomorra, a bustling
settlement in the Weird West. Rebuilding
after a cataclysm, the citizens of the
town struggle to remake their lives.
Now is your chance to take it to the
streets of Gomorra and show who runs
the most dangerous boomtown in the
West. An expandable card game set
in the Deadlands universe based on the
classic collectible game, Doomtown:
Reloaded is a fast-paced game of gun
slingin’, spell slingin’, and mud-slingin’
where players are put in charge of one
of the four main outfits vying for control
of Gomorra: The Law Dogs, the Sloane
Gang, the Morgan Cattle Company,
and the Fourth Ring. Scheduled to ship
in August 2014.
AEG 5901.............................. $39.99

KEY
There are symbols and terms found
throughout Game Trade Magazine.
They mean the following:
Offered Again (O/A)
These items have been offered before in
Game Trade Magazine and are available
again for you to order. Don’t forget to
order what you missed the first time.
PI
Your store will set the price for all items
labeled “PI”. Check with your retailer

LEGEND OF THE FIVE RINGS RPG:
BOOK OF VOID

This final volume of the Elemental Series for the
Legend of the Five Rings RPG presents the world
of the strangest Element of all - the Void. Infinite
and yet unattainable, enigmatic and all-knowing, the Void suffuses every aspect of Rokugan.
Those who master its secrets attain power like no others, but all too often the Void drives its
acolytes to madness. Secrets, mysteries, and enigmas abound in every corner of the Emerald
Empire, and this sourcebook explores them all. Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
AEG 3317	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99

Battling to the heart of Doom’s kingdom,
surrounded on every side by Undead,
new
powerful
Doomknights,
and
countless monsters of the Abyss, can the
heroes finally put the ancient evil to rest?
Thunderstone Advance: Into the Abyss
continues the story of survival in the
forsaken realm, showcasing a blend of
381 cards from the first six Thunderstone
releases, together with new heroes, spells,
items, villagers, and monsters. It also
incorporates alternate uses for experience
tokens and fourth-level heroes for this set
and the companion set, Worlds Collide.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
AEG 5022...................................$39.99

ARCANE WONDERS
MAGE WARS:
ACTION MARKER SET 2

Throw a multi-player Mage Wars brawl!
Add more players to your Mage Wars
game and give them their own unique
color of action markers! Action Marker
Set 2 contains two new colors (grey and
purple) to pair up with your Core Set
markers, plus two more quickcast markers.
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.
AWG MWAM2............................$12.99
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DOOMTOWN: RELOADED

Introducing a brand-new way to play
multiplayer Legend of the Five Rings, Siege:
Heart of Darkness pits multiple players
against one assailant piloting the Siege
deck. Siege: Heart of Darkness comes
with three Ivory-legal, pre-constructed
decks for the defenders of the city, a preconstructed deck for the Naga assailant,
12 Clock cards, six oversized Territory
cards, complete rules, and a story booklet.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
AEG 17200.................................$34.99

THUNDERSTONE ADVANCE:
INTO THE ABYSS

June 2014

LEGEND OF THE FIVE RINGS CCG:
SIEGE - HEART OF DARKNESS
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ATLAS GAMES

BFM D302...................................$45.00

AXIS MEDIUM PANZER
WALKER - LOTHAR
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AXIS HEAVY ASSAULT
WALKER - STURM KONIG

BFM D301...................................$33.00

AXIS MEDIUM PANZER
WALKER - LUDWIG

BFM D300...................................$33.00

AXIS TACTICS CARDS

BFM D208...................................$12.00

AXIS TEMPLATE

BFM D214...................................$10.00

AXIS TOKENS

BFM D211...................................$15.00

MAGE WARS: FORGED IN FIRE
SPELL TOME EXPANSION

Overwhelm your opponent with powerful
new Enchantments, Creatures, and
Conjurations with the Forged in Fire
Spell Tome Expansion for Mage Wars,
introducing two new alternate Mages
with unique abilities - the Aldramelech
Warlock and the Warlord of the Anvil
Throne - plus multiple copies of 41 new
spells, including the legendary Scrsiryx
and the Harshforge Monolith, as well as
new Rune Ability Markers, extra Armor
bonus tokens, and spare condition
markers. Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
AWG MWSTX2FF....................$29.99

THE ARMY PAINTER
TOOL: HOBBY SAW

Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
TAP TL5014.................................$11.99

ZOMBICIDE: CORE PAINT SET

Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
TAP WP8007...............................$29.99

ZOMBICIDE: TOXIC/
PRISON PAINT SET

Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
TAP WP8008...............................$18.00

ASMODEE EDITIONS

SSU TACTICS CARDS

BFM D209...................................$12.00

GLOOM 2ND EDITION

In the Gloom card game, you assume control of the fate of an eccentric family
of misfits and misanthropes. The goal of the game is sad, but simple: you
want your characters to suffer the greatest tragedies possible before passing
on to the well-deserved respite of death. Play horrible mishaps like Pursued by
Poodles or Mocked by Midgets on your own characters, while trying to cheer
your opponents’ characters with marriages and other happy occasions. This
second edition of Gloom features sturdy new packaging, rules fixes, timing
icons, reminder cards, and more. Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
ATG 1350	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $24.95
GLOOM: UNFORTUNATE
EXPEDITIONS 2ND EDITION

Unfortunate Expeditions introduces Expeditions
- rules that affect all players as long as it’s in
play. The treehouse-dwelling Bumpersnoots
also enable an additional player to join a
game. This second edition of Unfortunate
Expeditions features new packaging, rules
fixes, timing icons, reminder cards, and more.
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
ATG 1354...................................$14.95

GLOOM: UNHAPPY HOMES
2ND EDITION

Gloom: Unhappy Homes adds new rules
for Mysteries, Residences, and allows for
an additional player to participate in the
macabre mayhem. This second edition of
Unhappy Homes features new packaging,
rules fixes, timing icons, reminder cards,
and more. Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
ATG 1352...................................$14.95

GLOOM: UNWELCOME GUESTS 2ND EDITION

Unwelcome Guests adds morbid new Modifiers, Events, Untimely Deaths, and a new
family - the malodorous Malone mob - including The Broken Arms Hotel as a Residence
card to use with the Unhappy Homes expansion. Also included are five new Character
cards called Unwelcome Guests, which can move from family-to-family during the game.
This second edition of Unwelcome Guests features new packaging, rules fixes, timing
icons, reminder cards, and more. Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
ATG 1353	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $14.95

SSU TEMPLATE

BFM D215...................................$10.00

SSU TOKENS

BFM D212...................................$15.00

DUST TACTICS

Scheduled to ship in June 2014.

ALLIES SILENT JACK

BFM D503...................................$10.00

AXIS NDAK ARMY BOX

BFM D306.................................$150.00

AXIS ROMMEL

BFM D307...................................$10.00

BABYLON CAMPAIGN SET

BFM D217...................................$20.00

SSU THE BUTCHER

BFM D401...................................$10.00

DUST TACTICS

Scheduled to ship in July 2014.

AXIS AFRIKA KORPS COMMAND

BFM D308...................................$25.00

June 2014
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BATTLEFRONT MINIATURES
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DUST TACTICS

Scheduled to ship in May 2014.

DUST TACTICS: RULEBOOK

UNITA

Battle for the Heart of Helvetia! A civil war
is sweeping through the mythical land of
Helvetia, and only by seizing control and
ruling the country can you put an end to
the conflict. Maneuver, battle, and outwit
your foes to claim leadership of the nation
in Unita, an abstract board game of fantasy
warfare in which players control armies
represented by dice, leading their soldiers
toward the gateway to gather the most
powerful warriors in their quest to claim the
throne. Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
ASM UNIT01...............................$49.99

The year is 1947. The leading world
powers are now aligned in three huge
groups: the Allies, the Axis, and the
Sino-Soviet Union (SSU). Throughout the
world, these three blocs are fighting to
gain exclusive control over a new resource
known to the Germans as Vril-Kultur
(VK). This ore has revealed extraordinary
properties and brought forth the design
of gigantic combat walkers, capable of
challenging the world’s most advanced
tanks. The discovery and first military
applications of VK were developed by
Germany with everything concerning
this ore shrouded in mystery. Rumors of
alien visitors from another planet and
secret weapons abound... but who could
take such rumors seriously after years of
wartime propaganda?
BFM D200...................................$30.00

ALLIES MEDIUM ASSUALT WALKER
- MICKEY/HOTDOG

BFM D500...................................$33.00

ALLIES MEDIUM ASSUALT WALKER
- STEEL RAIN

BFM D502...................................$33.00

ALLIES TACTICS CARDS

MERCENARY SISTERS DEMOLITION

BFM D601...................................$25.00

SSU SPETNAZ ARMY BOX

BFM D402.................................$150.00

DUST TACTICS

Scheduled to ship in August 2014.

ALLIES USMC ARMY BOX

BFM D504.................................$150.00

BFM D210...................................$12.00

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RUINS

ALLIES TEMPLATE

AXIS KONIGSLOTHAR - HEAVY
ARTILLERY WALKER

BFM D216...................................$10.00

BFM D901...................................$20.00

BFM D309...................................$45.00

ALLIES TOKENS

BFM D213...................................$15.00

SSU SPETSNAZ COMMAND TEAM

BFM D403...................................$25.00

BUFFALO GAMES

OFFERED AGAIN

BATTLETECH:
BATTLECORPS ANTHOLOGY
VOLUME 5 PAPERBACK

BattleTech short stories of combat,
honor, betrayal, and death fill the pages
of BattleCorps Anthology Volume 5.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PSI CAT35804.............................$14.95

O/A ALLIES DICE SET

BFM D904...................................$10.00

O/A ALLIES MEDIUM ASSUALT
WALKER - POUNDER

GAMES

DUST TACTICS

BFM D501...................................$33.00

O/A AXIS DICE SET

BFM D902...................................$10.00

BOTTLE POP PUZZLE
(1000-PIECES)

O/A AXIS TROPICAL JAGDLUTHER

Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
BFG 11260........................................ PI

O/A AXIS ZOMBIES

CARTOON WORLD - TIMES
SQUARE PUZZLE (1000-PIECES)

BFM D305...................................$33.00

BFM D304...................................$22.00

Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
BFG 11521........................................ PI

SHADOWRUN RPG:
RUN AND GUN LIMITED
EDITION HARDCOVER

BATTLETECH:
INTERSTELLAR OPERATIONS

Scaling up to a level of play that allows
for the conquering of entire factions,
Interstellar Opertions allows BattleTech
players to scale between all the various
rulebooks - from a single warrior to
regiments on the march. It’s Alternate
Eras section details a slew of technologies
across the centuries, such as the muchanticipated return of the Land-Air ‘Mech
with full rules for play and construction.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PSI CAT35006.............................$59.99

O/A SSU DICE SET

BFM D903...................................$10.00

BEZIER GAMES

NOT ACTUAL ART

VINTAGE AMERICA PUZZLE
(2000-PIECES)

Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
BFG 2033.......................................... PI

CATALYST GAME LABS

SHADOWRUN RPG:
STREET GRIMOIRE LIMITED
EDITION HARDCOVER

SUBDIVISION

Subdivision mimics the city-building feel
of Bezier Games’ Suburbia, but differs
in scope as now each player has been
allocated a specific area in which to create
the best possible subdivision, filling it with
residential, commercial, industrial, civic,
and luxury zones, while balancing various
improvements to the area, including
roads, schools, parks, sidewalks, and
lakes. Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PSI BEZSUDV...............................$49.99

COSMIC PATROL RPG:
BEYOND THE GRAVASTAR

BLUE PANTHER
NOT ACTUAL ART

BATTLETECH: ALPHA
STRIKE COMPANION

KNOCKDOWN MEEPLE DICE
TOWER (RED)

Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
IMP BPN2003..............................$18.00

A
combat
core
rulebook
for
Shadowrun, Fifth Edition, Run & Gun
introduces more weapons, more armor,
more modifications, and more game
options such as martial arts and unit
tactics. Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
PSI CAT27002LE......................$74.99

Alpha Strike Companion adds legions
of new rules and expanded options for
BattleTech: Alpha Strike, the miniatures
war game. With this expansion, players
will unlock new tactical abilities, special
warrior options, design quirks, and
unit types. Plus, an expanded abstract
aerospace system enables players to wage
war from planet to jump point, while a
handy conversion system opens the path to
translating the stats for any BattleTech unit
to its fast-playing Alpha Strike equivalent.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PSI CAT35601.............................$39.99

The Metatherions and their powers to warp
space and time threaten all life as we know
it! And the only way for the Cosmic Patrol
to fight them is by braving a trip through
the Gern Gravastar, an extradimensional
portal leading to the Metatherions’ native
plane. Only, the Gravastar is steadily
growing in size, and nothing can slow
it down. Unless it can be stopped, the
Gravastar will eclipse whole systems, the
entire galaxy - perhaps even the universe,
itself! Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PSI CAT60151.............................$24.99

SHADOWRUN DBG: CROSSFIRE
CHARACTER EXPANSION PACK 1

Players’ imagination and ideas aren’t
limited, so the characters they use in
Shadowrun: Crossfire shouldn’t be limited
either. The Character Expansion Pack 1
features character cards with new art,
a starting deck for each character, and
a full set of upgrade stickers. With this
pack, players can branch out, creating
whatever shadowrunner concept comes to
mind, starting them on the path to being a
legend. Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PSI CAT27701.............................$14.99

Street Grimoire introduces more options
for Shadowrun players, along with
information on magical traditions, magic
societies, and the dangers and benefits of
living as a spellcaster in a world where
“geek the mage first” is a common adage.
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
PSI CAT27003LE..........................$74.99

CHAOSIUM
ENLIGHTENED MAGIC: SORCERY
AND ALCHEMY RULES BASED ON
WESTERN OCCULT TRADITIONS

Enter a world of subtle, vastly powerful
magic that exists unseen in the modern
day. This is the world of Enlightened Magic,
where sorcerers bend the laws of reality in
ways that largely pass unnoticed, while
alchemists distill magical substances that
can perform wonders and create works
of art that alter the minds of all who see
them. A magic supplement for the Basic
Roleplaying system, Enlightened Magic
introduces two complete magic systems
- Enlightened Sorcery and Enlightened
Alchemy. Scheduled to ship in May 2014.
CHA 2320..................................$20.95
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BFM D303...................................$45.00
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CRYPTOZOIC ENTERTAINMENT

CALL OF CTHULHU:
RIPPLES FROM CARCOSA

O/A ARIADNA BRIGADIER
JACQUES BRUANT, SOUS-OFFICIER
DES METROS (MOLOTOK)

CVB 280165...............................$12.58

Ripples from Carcosa expands the
mythology of He Who Should Not Be
Named and gathers much of the varied
material on Hastur into one place.
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
CHA 23134................................$21.95

ADVENTURE
TIME CARD
WARS:
PRINCESS
BUBBLEGUM VS
LUMPY SPACE
PRINCESS

Princess Bubblegum and her NiceLands deck takes on Lumpy Space
Princesss’ totally rad dual-Landscape deck in a royal rumble! Featuring
almost 50 never-before-seen cards, this new deck for Adventure Time Card
Wars not only brings a new Landscape to the mix, but a whole new style of
play. Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
CZE 01798................................................................................ $20.00

CHEAPASS GAMES
OFFERED AGAIN

O/A COMBINED ARMY DATURAZI
WITCH-SOLDIERS

DC COMICS DECK-BUILDING
GAME: CRISIS
EXPANSION PACK 1

CVB 280660...............................$42.09

O/A GET LUCKY - THE KILL
DOCTOR LUCKY CARD GAME

In Get Lucky, a fast-playing card game
adaptation of Cheapass Games’ awardwinning board game Kill Doctor Lucky
designed by James Ernest, Doctor Lucky is
represented by a single black pawn that
moves around the table from one character
to another. Players use their cards to help
their own characters “kill” Doctor Lucky
(and also to thwart everyone else). Like
his predecessor in the board game, this
Doctor Lucky is extremely lucky, but his
luck must eventually run out! Scheduled to
ship in April 2014.
CAG 206....................................$16.95

O/A NOMADS TOMCATS AND
ZONDCAT (DOCTOR)

CVB 280569...............................$21.42

The DC Universe is in peril! In the
Crisis Expansion for the DC Comics
Deck-building Game, you will face
some of the most epic challenges,
events, and destructive forces in
the history of comic-dom. But
this time, you won’t be going in
alone! Designed for cooperative,
competitive game play and
utilizing eight team-themed Super
Heroes, Impossible Super-Villains,
and a set of 15 Crisis cards,
players using Crisis must teamup to overcome these challenging
events. However, if you prefer to
keep your deck-building competitive, Crisis introduces a set of six all-new
Super Heroes and a slew of new main deck cards to keep your games as
hard-fought as ever! Play “Impossible Mode” to make competitive play even
more hard-core! Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
CZE 01774	������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $20.00

INFINITY 28MM
MINIATURES

Scheduled to ship in April 2014.

June 2014
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CORVUS BELLI
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O/A ALEPH NAGAS
(MONOFILAMENT MINES)

CVB 280839...............................$12.58

O/A NOMADS TOMCATS,
SPECIAL RESCUE TEAM

CVB 280568...............................$38.01

O/A YU JING SUN TZE
(BOARDING SHOTGUN)

CVB 280316-0076......................$15.30

THE HOBBIT: AN
UNEXPECTED JOURNEY
DECK-BUILDING GAME
- THE DESOLATION OF
SMAUG EXPANSION PACK

Journey to the Lonely Mountain
for a showdown with the biggest,
baddest fantasy dragon of them
all… SMAUG! Along the way
you’ll face giant spiders, malicious
elves, suspicious humans, and the
most epic barrel-ride ever! The
Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug
Deck-building Game Expansion
Pack continues the journey
players began in An Unexpected
Journey by adding a second
main deck and a fire-breathing
dragon to contend with! Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
CZE 01776	������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $20.00

CUBICLE 7
ENTERTAINMENT

GAMES

DECISION GAMES

WARFIGHTER: BONUS
BULLET DICE

THE ONE RING RPG: CORE RULES
REVISED HARDCOVER
CALL OF CTHULHU: CTHULHU
BRITANNICA - LONDON BOX SET

Cthulhu Britannica: London gives you
everything you need to take your
investigators into the smog-shrouded
streets… and beyond! This deluxe boxed
setting for the Call of Cthulhu roleplaying
game features an essential guide to
London in the 1920s, a Keeper’s Book
designed to aid GMs and players in
their journey into the squamous depths
of the city, a series of ready-to-play
scenarios taking investigators into the
Smoke, handouts to enrich your gaming
experiences, and gorgeous, full-color
maps, including period reproductions, that
will bring 1920s London to life. Scheduled
to ship in August 2014.
PSI CB7354.................................$89.99

Each Bonus Bullet Dice Pack contains six
additional custom Bullet Dice for use with
Warfighter: The Tactical Special Forces Card
Game. Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
DV1 030D.....................................$9.99

Smaug has been defeated, the Battle of
Five Armies has been won, and Bilbo
has returned to the Shire. The War of
the Rings is still a generation away, but
much danger still remains. The One Ring
- Adventures Over the Edge of the Wild is
a new roleplaying game based on J.R.R.
Tolkien’s fantasy classic, The Lord of the
Rings, and set after the events chronicled
in The Hobbit. This revised edition features
clarified rules and new art by John Howe.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PSI CB71009...............................$49.99

DAN VERSSEN GAMES
WARFIGHTER: RELOADING

NAPOLEON AT WATERLOO

Napoleon had triumphantly returned to
Europe from his banishment on Elbe, and
by June 18, 1815, his army of 72,000
men was on the verge of victory. He had
split the Prussian Army from that of the
British; so Napoleon could concentrate on
defeating Wellington’s seemingly motley
force of 68,000 English recruits, Hanover
and Brunswick levies and Netherlands
militia. Moreover, he had nearly 100
more cannon than his opponents, and
he believed the coming battle would
be nothing more than an affair of the
morning. Can you, as French commander,
win the game and change history or will
the Allies prevail again? Your tactics will
decide the outcome! Scheduled to ship in
May 2014.
DCG 4201..................................$29.95

ERF BOOKS

Each expansion for Warfighter: The
Tactical Special Forces Card Game
includes 60 cards, four Custom Bullet Dice,
and two Plastic Soldier Figures. Scheduled
to ship in July 2014.
EXPANSION #1
DV1 030A...................................$19.99
EXPANSION #2
DV1 030B...................................$19.99
EXPANSION #3
DV1 030C...................................$19.99

DEEP DISH COUNTER TRAY

Crafted of sturdy, molded plastic, each
Deep Dish Counter Tray is 7/8” deep and
8.5” wide by 11” long, and comes with a
clear plastic covering. Scheduled to ship
in July 2014.
DV1 CT.........................................$2.99

OFFERED AGAIN

This sourcebook for the Doctor Who:
Adventures in Time and Space
roleplaying game takes an in-depth
look at the incarnation of the Seventh
Doctor, featuring his companions,
enemies, allies, gadgets, and more.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PSI CB71116...........................$34.99

WARFIGHTER: THE TACTICAL
SPECIAL FORCES CARD GAME

O/A THE CARDS OF CTHULHU
BONUS PACK

This Bonus Pack for The Cards of Cthulhu
features a set of seven custom dice and 10
custom Cthulhu coins. Scheduled to ship in
April 2014.
DV1 029A...................................$11.99

Command the world’s best Special
Forces operators and complete vital
assault missions around the world with
Warfighter! In this cooperative card game,
players select a soldier, equip him/her
with skills, weapons, and combat gear,
then challenge the system to complete
present-day, squad-level combat mission
objectives. Plus, eliminate hostiles to
gain experience to Upgun your Action
cards and activate Support cards! The
Warfighter Core Game comes with 240
cards, two Counter Sheets, a huge 33”
x 17” Tactical Display, four Custom Bullet
Dice, six Plastic Soldier Figures, and more.
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
DV1 030.....................................$59.99

WWW.GAMETRADEMAGAZINE.COM

Boosted by Parson Gotti’s improbable
triumph in Book 1, the forces of Gobwin
Knob now strike at the capital city of
their enemy Jetstone. But hidden powers
and secret plans unfold, leaving Parson
fighting for his life. Scheduled to ship in
June 2014.
IMP ERF77...................................$45.00

June 2014

DOCTOR WHO RPG:
THE SEVENTH DOCTOR
SOURCEBOOK HARDCOVER

ERFWORLD BOOK 2: LOVE IS A
BATTLEFIELD HARDCOVER
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FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES

20

DARK HERESY 2ND EDITION
RPG: CORE RULEBOOK
HARDCOVER

ANDROID NETRUNNER LCG:
FIRST CONTACT DATA PACK

The third Data Pack in the Lunar Cycle for
Android: Netrunner, First Contact shakes
up the cyberstruggles between Corp
and Runner by introducing three new
region upgrades, as well as mythic ice,
new traps, resources, and a new Anarch
identity. Its sixty cards (three copies each
of 20 different cards) also depict a new
meat space where gravity is low, people
all wear spacesuits, there’s only one fully
established city, everything is enclosed,
and everything is just a shade different!
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
FFG ADN18................................$14.95

BLOOD BOWL TEAM
MANAGER CARD GAME:
FOUL PLAY EXPANSION

Begin a new season of Blood Bowl with the
Foul Play expansion for Blood Bowl: Team
Manager - The Card Game! The addition
of the Putrid Players’ Guild brings new
teams to the pitch, introducing more chaos
than ever! Plus, your teams can travel
to several new stadiums, and a corrupt
ref helps managers cheat. Whether you
dive into a five-player game or use the
new Fouling skill, you’ll find plenty of
skullduggery in Foul Play! Scheduled to
ship in July 2014.
FFG GW08.................................$24.95

DESCENT JOURNEYS IN THE
DARK 2ND EDITION:
MANOR OF RAVENS EXPANSION

You are an Acolyte in the service
of the Emperor’s Inquisition. You
stand in the front line of a great
and secret war where your duty
is to hunt out the foul stench of
heresy, the vile alien, and the
twisted influence of Chaos. You will
tread where others fear, venturing
to distant planets, ancient space
hulks, and the unsavoury depths
of the under-hive. You will never
know fame nor reward, yet if you
stand resolute your deeds will be
whispered to the God-Emperor of
Mankind and your name will be
revered for millennia! A roleplaying game of danger, mystery, and brutal
violence set in the decaying far future of Warhammer 40,000, Dark Heresy
Second Edition explores the new Askellon Sector and allows players to
become Pyskers, Untouchables, or even Inquisitors! Scheduled to ship in
July 2014.
FFG DH19	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $59.95

DARK HERESY 2ND EDITION RPG:
GAME MASTER’S TOOLKIT

Packed full of Game Master aids designed
to help your games of Dark Heresy Second
Edition run more smoothly at the table, the
Game Master’s Kit features a deluxe Game
Master’s Screen with commonly-used rules
for easy reference, guidance and advice
for crafting powerful and memorable
antagonists, and a brand-new adventure
(“Desolation of the Dead”). Scheduled to
ship in July 2014.
FFG DH20...................................$19.95

Terrinoth’s heroes confront some of the
Overlord’s deadliest minions within the confines
of a haunted mansion in Manor of Ravens, an
expansion for Descent: Journeys in the Dark
Second Edition. While desperate bandits,
terrifying wraiths, and a new lieutenant flock
to the Overlord’s aid, he also gains a servant
- a creature that can be summoned into play.
Against these threats, two new heroes step
forward, bringing new tactics along with two
new hero classes. Finally, six new quests allow
players to uncover the Overlord’s plans and
confront entirely new perils. Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
FFG DJ21	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$39.95

DESCENT JOURNEYS IN THE
DARK 2ND EDITION: SKARN
LIEUTENANT PACK

The Skarn Lieutenant Pack for Descent:
Journeys in the Dark Second Edition brings
one of the Overlord’s most feared minions
to life with a detailed and dramatic
sculpt that players can use to replace the
lieutenant token from the Manor of Ravens
expansion. Meanwhile, a ten-card Plot
deck invites Overlords to harness Skarn’s
brute power and regenerative nature
with any campaign, potentially even
summoning Skarn to attack the heroes.
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
FFG DJ35....................................$14.95

A GAME OF THRONES LCG: A
DIRE MESSAGE CHAPTER PACK

In A Dire Message, the thrilling final
Chapter Pack in the Conquest and
Defiance Cycle for A Game of Thrones:
The Card Game, the Great Houses of
Westeros respond to a mounting fear
of annihilation. With their very survival
on the line, they hatch new plots to form
alliances between Houses, and new
characters permit even more out-ofHouse interactions, allowing you to craft
powerful, multi-House decks. Meanwhile,
A Dire Message also offers the cycle’s
final support for its new “Prized” keyword.
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
FFG GOT107..............................$14.95

THE LAST BANQUET

An epic, large-scale game for six to
twenty-five players, players in The Last
Banquet take on the role of a member
of the Royal Court, and must use the
actions allowed to them to try and
advance their team’s agenda. Featuring
multiple scenarios chock-full of intrigue,
teamwork, roleplaying, and bluffing,
The Last Banquet will have you and
your friends cleverly navigating the
intricacies of espionage, assassinations,
and rescue missions within the royal
court. Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
FFG HB07...............................$39.95

DUNGEONQUEST
REVISED EDITION

In DungeonQuest, one to four players
take on the roles of heroes who set out to
explore Dragonfire Dungeon, collecting
loot, evading traps, and battling monsters,
all while trying to avoid waking the dragon
asleep deep in the heart of the dungeon.
This Revised Edition of DungeonQuest
introduces streamlined rules, a dungeon
deadlier than ever before, and an all-new
Torchlight Variant! Scheduled to ship in
July 2014.
FFG DQ01..................................$59.95

DUNGEONS
& DRAGONS
COLLECTOR’S SERIES
MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in June 2014.

O/A DROW WAR PARTY

GF9 71001.................................$50.00

THE LORD OF THE RINGS LCG: THE
NIN-IN-EILPH ADVENTURE PACK

The fourth Adventure Pack in The Ringmaker Cycle for The Lord of the Rings: The
Card Game, The Nin-in-Eilph introduces
a new scenario in which Middle-earth’s
heroes must survive the challenges of a
deadly bog as they race to a site rumored
to shelter ancient secrets. You’ll also find
a new hero, and three copies of each
new player card, several of which permit
new interactions with the first player
token, representing the leadership and
assistance that other companions can
offer. Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
FFG MEC29................................$14.95

GAMES

GALE FORCE NINE

STAR WARS X-WING
MINIATURES GAME: REBEL
ACES EXPANSION PACK

Join the Rebellion and fight for freedom
across the galaxy with the Rebel Aces
Expansion Pack for X-Wing! Featuring
two starfighter miniatures with bold,
alternative paint schemes, Rebel Aces
allows you to represent the heroic pilots
who first flew A-wings and B-wings as
experimental prototypes. You’ll also find
four highly skilled, unique new pilots,
thirteen upgrade cards, a dramatic
rescue mission, and all the tokens and
maneuver dials you need to launch
these starfighters into battle against the
evil Galactic Empire. Scheduled to ship
in July 2014.
FFG SWX29............................$29.95

OFFERED AGAIN

CREATURES OF ICEWIND DALE

GF9 71026.................................$50.00

KESSELS BAND

GF9 71023.................................$50.00

DUNGEONS
& DRAGONS
COLLECTOR’S SERIES
MINIATURES

O/A EYE TYRANT

GF9 71006.................................$50.00

Scheduled to ship in July 2014.

BEHIR

GF9 71013.................................$50.00

SUNDERING BOOK 5 KLEEF AND MALIK

GF9 71028.................................$25.00

O/A THE LORD OF THE RINGS
LCG: NIGHTMARE DECK

Nightmare Decks for The Lord of the
Rings: The Card Game allow players
to revisit their favorite scenarios cast in
the shadows of the game’s challenging
Nightmare Mode. Featuring deadlier
enemies, darker locations, and more
terrifying surprises, each Nightmare Deck
introduces new, alternate encounter cards
and instructions for using them to reshape
a scenario’s encounter deck. Scheduled to
ship in April 2014.
RETURN TO MIRKWOOD
FFG UMEN09...................................... PI
THE DEAD MARSHES
FFG UMEN08...................................... PI
THE HILLS OF EMYN MUIL
FFG UMEN07...................................... PI

GF9 71020.................................$25.00

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A BENEATH BALDUR’S GATE

GF9 71022.................................$50.00

O/A IGGWILVS TREASURE

GF9 71005.................................$30.00

O/A STAR WARS RPG: EDGE OF THE
EMPIRE SPECIALIZATION DECKS

Star Wars: Edge of the Empire Specialization Decks,
provide GMs and players with a fun and easy way
to manage character and NPC talents at the gaming
table and at your fingertips. Each Specialization Deck
comes with 22 cards. Scheduled to ship in April 2014.
DEMOLITIONIST FFG USWE44............................. PI
ENFORCER FFG USWE43..................................... PI
HEAVY FFG USWE45........................................... PI
HIRED GUN FFG USWE46................................... PI

O/A ILLITHID RAIDING PARTY
O/A DRIZZT DO URDEN,
DROW RANGER

GF9 71012.................................$25.00

GF9 71002.................................$50.00

WWW.GAMETRADEMAGAZINE.COM

The first adventure supplement for the
Star Wars: Age of Rebellion Roleplaying
Game, Onslaught at Arda I explores the
Rebel Alliance’s desperate struggles, along
with the tenuous alliances they form to
stand against an overwhelming enemy. Set
at a secret Rebel Base, Onslaught at Arda
I features mass-combat rules that Game
Master’s can use to give life to massive
battles, while in-depth gazetteers cover the
Arda I base, as well as all-new adversary
and vehicle profiles. Scheduled to ship in
July 2014.
FFG SWA04................................$29.95

O/A FARIDEH, TIEFLING WARLOCK

June 2014

STAR WARS RPG: AGE OF
REBELLION ONSLAUGHT AT ARDA
I ADVENTURE HARDCOVER

DUNGEONS
& DRAGONS
COLLECTOR’S SERIES
MINIATURES
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SORCERER TOKEN SET

GF9 73703.................................$12.99
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Designed for use with Spartacus: A Game
of Blood and Treachery, this set of five
House Batiatus Champion cards features
Acerbitas, Dolor, Hadrianus, Magnetius,
and Zephyros. Scheduled to ship in
August 2014.
GF9 SPAR006..............................$10.00

O/A LOLTH, DEMON QUEEN OF
THE SPIDERS

WWW.GAMETRADEMAGAZINE.COM

Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
GF9 SPAR005..............................$12.00

GF9 71009.................................$50.00

SPARTACUS: GLADIATORS
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
TYRANNY OF THE DRAGONS
DM SCREEN

GF9 73701.............................$14.99

This set of six resin Gladiator figures is
designed for use with Spartacus: A Game
of Blood and Treachery. Scheduled to ship
in August 2014.
GF9 SPAR004..............................$40.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
TYRANNY OF THE DRAGONS
CASTLE SIEGE VINYL GAME MAT

SPARTACUS: HOUSE
CALVINIUS EXPANSION

GF9 73801.............................$19.99

O/A TOMB OF HORRORS

GF9 71011.................................$50.00

O/A MURDER IN BALDUR’S GATE

WARLOCK TOKEN SET

GF9 73704.................................$12.99

GF9 71021.................................$50.00

WIZARD TOKEN SET

GF9 73705.................................$12.99

This expansion for Spartacus: A Game of
Blood and Treachery introduces a brandnew house (Calvinus) with updated Batiatus,
including tokens, money, and house dice.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
GF9 SPAR003..............................$15.00

GAMES WORKSHOP

CITADEL
OFFERED AGAIN

O/A UMBER HULK

GF9 71017.................................$30.00

O/A PURPLE WORM

GF9 71007.................................$30.00

O/A DRILL

GAW 66-64................................$26.00

FIREFLY: THE GAME - ARTFUL
DODGER EXPANSION
O/A VASEN CALE,
HALF-SHADE PALADIN

GF9 71019.................................$25.00

GF9 71004.................................$30.00

June 2014

SPARTACUS: DICE

O/A THE SCOURGE
OF SUNDERHAM

GF9 71003.................................$35.00

O/A QESNEF, OGRE MAGE
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SPARTACUS: CHAMPIONS
HOUSE BATIATUS

O/A RED DRAGON 40TH
ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

GF9 71010...............................$100.00

DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS NEXT RPG
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.

TYRANNY OF THE DRAGONS
CULTISTS - REZMIR, TALIS,
FRULAM, DALMARROR

Initially offered as a GTM exclusive
insert, The Artful Dodger introduces a
fifth playable ship to Firefly: The Game.
A modded Series III Firefly, The Artful
Dodger is a nimble ship that starts with a
faster drive core and has more space for
crew. With its faster core and higher crew
capacity, captaining the Dodger means
working less delivery jobs and focusing
on riskier, more profitable crime jobs.
Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
GF9 FIRE002S.........................$12.00

O/A FILE SET

GAW 66-66................................$18.00

GF9 71034.................................$39.99

ARCANE SPELL DECK

GF9 73904.................................$19.99

CLERIC SPELL DECK

GF9 73902.................................$12.99

CLERIC TOKEN SET
O/A SCOUNDRELS OF SKULLPORT

GF9 73706.................................$12.99

GF9 71015.................................$40.00

O/A SUNDERING BOOK 4 ANTON AND UMARA

GF9 71025.................................$25.00

FIGHTER TOKEN SET

GF9 73711.................................$12.99

O/A FINE DETAIL CUTTERS
FIREFLY: THE GAME - BIG DAMN
HEROES PROMO CARD PACK

GAW 66-62................................$30.00

The Big Damn Heroes Promo Pack features
seven cards for use with Firefly: The Game
that were originally only available through
promotional venues. Scheduled to ship in
June 2014.
GF9 FIRESET02............................$12.00

O/A KNIFE

GAW 66-61................................$25.00

GAMES

O/A MOULDLINE REMOVER

GAW 66-65................................$17.00

O/A IMPERIAL GUARD ASTRA
MILITARUM CODEX

O/A QUAKE CANNON
CRATERS (4)

GAW 65-49................................$37.00

Your guide to the armies of the Imperial
Guard, Codex: Astra Militarum details
their ten-thousand year history and
many of their greatest victories and
legendary commanders. Also included
are rules for creating and organizing
an army of the Astra Militarum for your
games of Warhammer 40,000, as well
as an impressive showcase of the Astra
Militarum model range.
GAW 47-01-60...........................$49.50

O/A WARHAMMER: VISIONS #3
(APRIL 2014)

Scheduled to ship in April 2014.
GAW WV03-60-14.....................$12.00

WARHAMMER: VISIONS #4
(MAY 2014)

Scheduled to ship in May 2014.
GAW WV04-60-14.....................$12.00

GOBLIN ARMY GAMES

LOVE 2 HATE

Love 2 Hate is the party game of finishing
sentences. One player starts the fun by
choosing a sentence Starter card (like
hippies, lawyers, or crabs) and then
saying if they love or hate the way the
group on the card responds. The others
each chose a Finisher card to fill in the
blank and the player with the funniest
or most inappropriate response wins the
round. Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
GRR 3010...................................$19.95

RUKUS - THE
GOBLIN ARMY GAME

O/A SCULPTING TOOL SET

GAW 66-67................................$25.00

O/A IMPERIAL GUARD ASTRA
MILITARUM OFFICIO
PREFECTUS COMMISSAR

GAW 47-20................................$21.00

O/A TOOL SET

GAW 66-68..............................$150.00

Choose! Draft! Destroy! Ruckus is a
tactical war game that introduces an
innovative army formation mechanic to
create fast, intense combat for 2-4 players.
Players choose from one of four unique
Goblin Guilds, each with a special set of
skills and tactical advantages, then build
their army to destroy anyone that stands
in their way! As battles are won and lost,
players gain Victory cards, Victory Points,
or the ability to upgrade their army. Who
will be victorious - the mighty Fighters, the
cunning Thieves, the powerful Clerics, or
the magical Necromancers? Scheduled to
ship in August 2014.
PSI GAG0002.............................$25.00

GREEN RONIN
PUBLISHING

WARHAMMER 40K

MUTANTS & MASTERMINDS:
GADGET GUIDES

Where do you get all those wonderful toys?
Right here! From armor and weapons to
psychic crystals and steamtech, Gadget
Guides introduces a collection of diverse
devices for the Mutants & Masterminds
Superhero Roleplaying Game, as well
as expanded material on the inventing,
artificing, and ritual rules from the M&M
Heros Handbook. Scheduled to ship in
June 2014.
GRR 5509...................................$29.95

OFFERED AGAIN
WWW.GAMETRADEMAGAZINE.COM

GAW 47-14................................$47.00

O/A IMPERIAL GUARD
MILITARUM TEMPESTUS
SCION TAUROX PRIME

GAW 47-16................................$48.00

ICONS SUPERPOWERED
ROLEPLAYING: THE
ASSEMBLED EDITION
O/A IMPERIAL GUARD ASTRA
MILITARUM HYDRA

GAW 47-21................................$56.00

O/A IMPERIAL GUARD
MILITARUM TEMPESTUS SCIONS

GAW 47-15................................$35.00

Icons Superpowered Roleplaying: The
Assembled Edition revises and expands
the original game, putting all options you
want under one cover. Icons features quick
character creation, a flexible game system
that’s easy to learn, and flavorful rules to
give your games that comic book feel.
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
GRR 4501...................................$34.95

PATHFINDER:
ADVANCED BESTIARY

From the fearsome blood knight to the
bizarre id ooze, this revised and expanded
Bestiary features over 100 monstrous,
Pathfinder-compatible templates, complete
with extensive guidelines for applying
templates to any creature. Scheduled to
ship in July 2014.
GRR 2901...................................$49.95

June 2014

O/A IMPERIAL GUARD ASTRA
MILITARUM AUXILLA BULLGRYNS
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O/A KROSMASTER:
ARENA FRIGOST
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KING OF NEW YORK

Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
IEL 51170........................................... PI

JAPANIME GAMES
MY LITTLE PONY MICRO-COMIC
FUN PACK ASSORTMENT 2
DISPLAY (24)

The perfect blend of comic book content
and the collectability of impulse pack
products, each My Little Pony MicroComic Fun Pack includes a Micro-Comic
with a complete, stand-alone, 22-page,
full-color story featuring Fluttershy, Rarity,
Princess Celestia, and Princess Luna, plus
a foldout poster, sticker sheet, and stickon tattoo. All Micro-Comics are printed
with sparkle glitter card stock covers and
heavy matte interior pages. Scheduled to
ship in May 2014. NOTE: This item is sold
to retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
IDW 00601.................................$71.76

June 2014

WWW.GAMETRADEMAGAZINE.COM

TAMMANY HALL
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OFFERED AGAIN

IELLO

GAMES

IDW GAMES

IDW Games announces the return
of Tammany Hall, the fan-favorite
game of backstabbing, corruption,
temporary alliances, and taking power
at all costs set in lower Manhattan and
the era of Boss Tweed! If you want to
rule New York, you’re going to need
to play the city’s growing immigrant
populations against one another. Help
the immigrant groups who owe you
political favors, call in those favors to
slander your rivals, and win elections!
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
IDW 00660.............................$59.99

Welcome to Frigost, home of the coldhearted Count Harebourg and the site
of the first Extension for Krosmaster:
Arena. The Demons of the Hours and
Minutes have selected this desolate
region as your next battleground
and they’re particularly excited for
the new dangers awaiting you! The
new arenas, backgrounds, demonic
rewards, mob tokens, and frozen
markers introduced in Arena Frigost
will make you shiver with delight!
Frigost comes complete with Count
Harebourg, a double-sided board,
and all of the tokens and terrain
needed to play.
GGD JPG210	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

JOLLY ROGER GAMES
CTHULHU’S VAULT
KROSMASTER: ARENA DUEL PACK

Experience the intensity of Krosmaster:
Arena battles with two brand-new heroes
in a fast, fun, and strategic duel! Designed
as a standalone 2-player game or used
with Krosmaster: Arena, each duel pack
comes complete with two exclusive figures
(Captain Amakna and Merkator) with
character cards, plus a game map, two
token sheets, and two engraved dice.
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
GGD JPG211..................................... PI

Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
JOL 1920	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$25.00

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT
YU-GI-OH! TCG:
2014 MEGA-TIN

The Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading
Card Game Collectible
Tins just got BIGGER
and BETTER for 2014!
Designed to maximize
storage
space
for
Duelists,
Mega-Tins
are now 15% larger
than previous years!
Featuring themes based
on two of the more
powerful tournament
Deck themes from the
Yu-Gi-Oh! TCG competitive scene (Bujins and Fire Fists), each Mega-Tin includes three
16-card Mega-Packs with cards gathered from a year’s worth of core booster sets, plus
three variant cards supporting each Mega-Tin’s theme. Scheduled to ship in August
2014. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
MEGA-TINS KON 89954-S	���������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.99
MEGA-TINS CASE (12) KON 89954-D	���������������������������������������������������������� $239.88

KROSMASTER: ARENA
MULTIMAN PACK

The Multiman Pack brings the next level
of gameplay to Krosmaster: Arena!
Introducing Avengers and Villains,
Multiman comes with six unique figures,
allowing up to three of any given Multiman
on your Krosmaster: Arena team. The
Multimen become more powerful in
numbers - total numbers - even if they are
fighting against you! Scheduled to ship in
July 2014.
GGD JPG212..................................... PI

YU-GI-OH! TCG: 2014 SUPER STARTER SPACE-TIME
SHOWDOWN DISPLAY (10)

Designed to teach new Duelists how to Duel with a 40-card pre-constructed
Deck, Super Starter: Space-Time Showdown allows Duelists to upgrade and
build their Deck with two randomized Power-Up Packs containing additional
cards. Super Starter: Space-Time Showdown also offers an exclusive first
look at the newest game mechanic, Pendulum Monsters, an innovative new
monster type that blurs the line between Monsters and Spells! In addition to
14 brand-new cards, each Power-Up Pack comes with 5 cards of a 15-card
set, including two guaranteed Ultra Rare cards (Dark Hole and Odd-Eyes
Dragon). Scheduled to ship in July 2014. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
KON 89941-D	������������������������������������������������������������������������ $129.90

MAYFAIR GAMES

GAMES

KOPLOW GAMES

L-C-R: WILD DICE GAME

Kick your L-C-R game to a higher level with the L-C-R: Wild Dice Game! You’ve never
played “Left Center Right” like this before! Now, when you roll a new Wild, YOU choose
who gets a chip! Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
KOP 00723	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $11.50

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A HEX OF 16MM
WOOD DICE (100)
O/A BOWL OF DICE (400)

BEDPANS & BROOMSTICKS: ESCAPE FROM SHADY PINES

It’s the start of another day in the Shady Pines retirement home. Your abode
is pleasant enough, but the home is not very exciting for someone like you.
Why, back in the day, you were a mover and shaker… or, at least you think
you were. It’s hard to remember exactly. You’ve heard the staff talking, and
it’s a nice day outside and you would really enjoy a walk along the beach
and maybe a drink at a seaside cafe. However, your bold plans have a few
obstacles to overcome. The nurses, Doctor Tuur, and the rest of the staff have
no intention of allowing unauthorized excursions. In addition, you can’t
remember where the exit really is! So, it’s a custodial confrontation, toe-totoe, with the Staff! Are you ready to Escape From Shady Pines? Scheduled
to ship in August 2014.
MFG 4131	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $35.00

KOP 01903.................................$50.00

MINION GAMES

KOP 04037...............................$104.00

MONTE COOK GAMES

O/A HEX OF ROUND DICE (100)
KOP 06474.................................$30.00

BATTLE MERCHANTS

O/A MARBLEIZED DICE (100)
O/A FISH DICE

KOP 12712...................................$0.80

KOP 04660...............................$120.00

O/A PEARL POLYHEDRAL:
ASSORTED BOX (100)

In a faraway land, the Elves, Dwarves,
Orcs, and Hobgoblins stand on the
brink of war. After years of failed peace
negotiations, they have finally decided to
take up arms and stand ready to fight.
This is great news for you because you’ll
be selling them their weapons! Battle
Merchants is an economic game set in a
fantasy land in which players manufacture
four different weapons, then sell them to
various warring races. Demand for each
type of weapon differs throughout the
game, but a well-crafted weapon will last
longer. Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
IMP MNI-BM100..........................$54.95

NUMENERA RPG: THE
TECHNOLOGY COMPENDIUM SIR ARTHOUR’S GUIDE
TO THE NUMENERA

The namesake of the entire game line, the
“numenera” are artifacts, oddities, and
little bits of almost magic-like technology
left to the Ninth World by a billion years
of previous civilizations. Now the Ninth
World’s foremost expert, the redoubtable
(though perhaps not entirely sane) Sir
Arthour, brings nearly 1,000 new items to
the Numenera gaming table! Scheduled to
ship in August 2014.
PSI MCG005...............................$39.99

WWW.GAMETRADEMAGAZINE.COM

KOP 01748...............................$280.00

June 2014

O/A BOX OF JUMBO D30S (20)

KOP 02326.................................$80.00
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RELIC KNIGHTS:
DARK SPACE
CALAMITY

26

Scheduled to ship in July 2014.

AUSTRICAN THE OGRE
ISABEAU DURAND

THE STRANGE RPG

Explore! Defend! Create! Beneath the
orbits and swirls of our natural universe
lies the Strange, a network of dark energy
and matter. Those who have learned
to access and navigate this chaotic sea
have discovered an almost endless set of
“recursions” in the shadow of our Earth:
Replicant worlds with their own laws of
reality, reflected from human experience
or imagination, given form in the swirling
nothingness of the Strange. Worlds teeming
with life, with discovery, with incredible
treasures, and with sudden death. Worlds
often jealous of our own. The secret
plunder of these worlds beckons the brave,
the daring, and the unscrupulous - and
it draws dangerous enemies from these
recursions back to our Earth. And slowly,
but inexorably, it attracts the attention of
beings from beyond Earth’s shoals - beings
of unfathomable power and evil from
the unknown reaches of... the Strange.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
COREBOOK HARDCOVER
PSI MCG028...............................$59.99
PLAYERS GUIDE
PSI MCG031...............................$19.99

SPURS: GAMBLER EXPANSION

NJD SPM142003.........................$24.95

RELIC KNIGHTS:
DARK SPACE
CALAMITY

Scheduled to ship in August 2014.

ACADEMY GUARD

NJD SPM146005.........................$24.95

This expansion for Spurs: A Tale in
the Old West features everything you
need to introduce a 6th hombre to the
game, including another character (the
Gambler), as well as an additional Bullet
Bag, Bullet Tokens, new Equipment Cards,
and a Cowboy Miniature. Scheduled to
ship in June 2014.
MIB 1007....................................$19.99

NATHANAEL
MORTENSEN GAMES

BETTY & LUG

NJD SPM141003.........................$24.95

BLOWHARDS

NJD SPM145006.........................$14.95

HELL’S BELLES
FIAMETTA TOGAN & CECILIA

NJD SPM141007.........................$29.95

NJD SPM146003.........................$21.95

MR. B GAMES

SPURS: A TALE IN THE OLD WEST

In Spurs: A Tale in the Old West, players
portray enterprising cowpokes and
buckaroos seeking fame and fortune
in the Wild West by engaging in cattleherding jobs, bank-robbing, or horsebreaking. Gunslingers can search for
“Wanted” outlaws in the badlands, escort
stagecoaches, or contend with gangs of
Desperados. Hunters seek out wildlife in
the forests, while others prospect for gold
in the mountains and gamble it away in
the town saloons. Be careful though, as
you never know when your rivals will
challenge you to a duel and try to rob you!
Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
MIB 1006....................................$59.99

DRAGON’S HOARD:
THE CARD GAME

Dragon’s Hoard is a fun, interactive
game where players get the chance
to be immersed into a fantasy world
where the roles are reversed. Instead
of fighting a dragon, players play as
a dragon! Each player is searching the
deck for valuable treasures. Drawing a
beautiful damsel or a powerful wizard
is exciting. Acquiring an expensive
treasure is difficult, but rewarding. You
will need to battle your opponents,
keeping them from playing actions
against you. If you lose a treasure to an
opponent, you will find yourself trying
desperately to get it back! Scheduled to
ship in June 2014.
NMG 4327.............................$19.99

PC-9 BREAKER TEAM
MOFFET KENOBO

PURIFIERS

NINJA DIVISION

RELIC KNIGHTS:
DARK SPACE
CALAMITY

NJD SPM143005.........................$14.95

NJD SPM145003.........................$24.95

NJD SPM142007.........................$17.95

MAMARO TO

NJD SPM144003.........................$21.95

Scheduled to ship in June 2014.

ESPER DECK

NJD SPM148003...........................$9.95

SERPENT PRIESTESS
SOPHIA DRAKE

NJD SPM143003.........................$12.95

NJD SPM144007.........................$17.95

GAMES

OFFWORLD DESIGNS

THE CONQUEST OF
SAXONY 782-785 AD

DISTRESSED DRAGON T-SHIRT

Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
(M)
OWD 4012-M....................................
(L)
OWD 4012-L.....................................
(XL)
OWD 4012-XL...................................
(XXL)
OWD 4012-XXL.................................

PI
PI
PI
PI

Charlemagne’s conquests became the
driving force in European politics between
the Muslim defeat at Poitiers and the
Crusades. Charlemagne’s conquest of
the Saxons was the hardest fought and
most protracted of his wars. It involved
18 campaigns spread over 33 years,
a great deal of lower-level fighting,
and the harshest final peace settlement
that Charlemagne ever imposed upon
a defeated foe. This was also the most
important of all Charlemagne’s wars
for the future direction and character of
European history and, paradoxically, it
also began the long process of uniting the
German-speaking peoples. Scheduled to
ship in August 2014.
OSP CAM271.............................$21.95

INVASION 1914: THE
SCHELIEFFEN PLAN TO
THE BATTLE OF THE MARNE

The German invasion of France and
Belgium in August 1914 came agonizingly
close to defeating the French armies,
capturing Paris, and ending the First
World War before the autumn leaves
had fallen. The initial German strategy
revolved around, and in part depended
on, rapid victory over the French, but
they were unable to deliver the knockout blow they had planned - and the
surprisingly fluid battles of the early days
of the war deteriorated into the defensive,
trench-based warfare which was to see
the war drag on for another four years
of unprecedented slaughter. Scheduled to
ship in August 2014.
OSP GM335...............................$14.95

SAVOIA-MARCHETTI
S.79 SPARVIERO
TORPEDO-BOMBER UNITS

Italy’s Sparviero (Sparrowhawk) saw
combat with the Regia Aeronautica in
France, Yugoslavia, Greece, North Africa,
East Africa, and in the Mediterranean
versus the Royal Navy. Italy’s most
successful wartime bomber, the S.79 was
also the most produced, with around
1,370 built between 1936 and early
1944. Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
OSP COM106.............................$22.95

HAMMER TIME T-SHIRT

STRUGGLE FOR A VAST FUTURE
PI
PI
PI

OSPREY PUBLISHING

F6F HELLCAT VS A6M5/7
ZERO-SEN 1943-45

In the key Pacific War battles of the
Marianas Turkey Shoot, Leyte Gulf, and
in and around Japan itself (from late
1943 through to VJ-Day), the principal
fighters involved were the F6F Hellcat and
the A6M5/7 Zero-sen. The former was
Grumman’s successor to the pugnacious
Wildcat, and its creation was shaped by
the combat experiences of Naval Aviators
flying the F4F against the A6M2/3 Zerosen from late 1941. Scheduled to ship in
August 2014.
OSP DUE062...............................$18.95

PANZERFAUST AND
PANZERSCHRECK: GERMAN
ANTI-TANK WEAPONS 1939-45

These lethal, man-portable, anti-tank
weapons enabled Wehrmacht infantry
to destroy T-34 and Sherman tanks.
Written by an expert on anti-tank
warfare, this book reveals the fascinating
developmental history of the Panzerfaust
and
Panzerschreck
and
accessess
the tactics that were employed by the
soldiers using these two feared weapons.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
OSP WEAP036............................$18.95

IN HER MAJESTY’S NAME:
SLEEPING DRAGON, RISING SUN

BOLT ACTION: TANK WAR

Tank War, the latest supplement for
Bolt Action, gives players the option to
expand their games to a whole new level
- armored warfare. Recreate such thrilling
engagements as the battle of Kursk with
the scenarios, army options, and special
rules found in this book. Whether you
want to add more armor to your existing
armies or build an entirely armored force,
Tank War has you covered. Scheduled to
ship in August 2014.
OSP BTC008...............................$29.95

China, the greatest empire the world had ever
known, is weak and divided after a series of
humiliating defeats in the Opium Wars, and the
divine Empress’ court harbours many who deeply
resent the westerners who inflicted and now take
advantage of these losses. Japan, on the other
hand, has embraced the West with open arms.
After centuries of isolation, the Japanese now
march forward and accept technologies that, a
few decades before, would have been regarded
as witchcraft. Possessed of the East’s most modern
army, Japan now looks avariciously towards its
neighbors. The next decade will decide whether the
ancient empires of the East survive - or are washed
away - and every one of the Great Powers wants
their slice! Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
OSP OWG003B	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $17.95

The American Civil War saw the country
that was founded on the ideals of “liberty
and union” torn apart and embroiled
in some of the most bitter and bloodiest
fighting mankind has witnessed. The
war changed the face and character of
America forever and the shockwaves
of it resounded around the world.
Struggle for a Vast Future seeks to reach
an understanding of the origins of this
landmark conflict and its place in the
history of modern society and warfare.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
OSP GM348.................................$9.95

US NAVY DREADNOUGHTS
1914-45

When the United States went to war
with Spain in April 1898, few European
observers believed the small and relatively
inexperienced American navy could
achieve a decisive naval victory over an
established European colonial power. To
remedy the lack of naval preparedness
for America’s sudden emergence as a
world power, Roosevelt and the United
States embarked on rapid naval building
program. However, as impressive as the
spectacle of the Great White Fleet was,
all of the ships in it were quickly being
rendered obsolescent by the dreadnoughttype battleships coming into service in
Great Britain and Germany. This did
not catch the United States off-guard, as
the USS South Carolina, America’s first
dreadnought, was already fitting out. By
the beginning of World War I, the United
States possessed the third largest navy in
the world and had ten dreadnoughts in
service with four more under construction.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
OSP NVG208.............................$17.95
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Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
(M)
OWD 8020-M....................................
(L)
OWD 8020-L.....................................
(XL)
OWD 8020-XL...................................
(XXL)
OWD 8020-XXL.................................
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VAMPIRES: A HUNTER’S GUIDE

For centuries, vampires have wandered
the shadows: watching, stalking, preying.
But thanks to a group of dedicated and
powerful hunters, the vampire threat has
remained largely suppressed, evidence of
their existence confined to the whispers
of myth and folklore. But covens across
the world have grown weary. The undead
are preparing to rise up and claim their
rightful place in society. Vampires: A
Hunter’s Guide contains all the information
necessary to recognize and combat this
growing threat. Focusing on the hunters’
weapons, tactics, and skills, this book
provides information on identifying and
eliminating vampires by analyzing the
best practices from hunters from around
the world, accompanied by full-color
illustrations of predator and prey. This is the ultimate resource in the fight to save
humanity from the undead! Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
OSP DAK424	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $17.95

PAIZO PUBLISHING

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE CARD
GAME: SKULL & SHACKLES
CHARACTER ADD-ON DECK

Hire a Bigger Crew! Add more players
and character options to your Pathfinder
Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles
Base Set with the Skull & Shackles
Character Add-On Deck. Within this
110-card expansion deck you’ll find four
new classes for Pathfinder Adventure
Card Game characters - including three
all-new ones (alchemist, warpriest, and
witch) - along with all the additional
cards you need to expand your
adventures for 5 or 6 players. Scheduled
to ship in August 2014.
PZO 6011...................................$19.99

PATHFINDER
ADVENTURE
CARD GAME:
SKULL & SHACKLES
BASE SET

All Hands On Deck!
There’s adventure to
be had on the high
seas when a group of
press-ganged pirates
becomes embroiled in
the plots and plunder
of the Shackles - an
infamous island chain
dominated by pirate warlords. But as these new swashbucklers make names
for themselves, rival scallywags, enemy navies, legendary sea monsters,
and the infamous Hurricane King himself seek to see them walk the plank.
Who will survive when there’s loot on the line? Launch a campaign to
control the Shackles with the Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull &
Shackles Base Set, a complete cooperative strategy card game that pits
1 to 4 heroes against the traps, monsters, deadly magic, and despicable
foes of the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game’s Skull & Shackles Adventure Path.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PZO 6010	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $59.99

PATHFINDER: ADVANCED
CLASS GUIDE

Time to roll up a new character! Advanced
Class Guide gives you 10 brand-new
classes to play, each offering new
opportunities and exciting new abilities.
Will you take on the role of the hunter,
stalking your foes alongside a trusted
animal friend, or maybe the mysterious
shaman, calling upon the spirits to smite
your foes and help your allies? Each class
in this book is fully supported with a
wealth of new rules, from archetypes and
feats, to spells and magic items - including
tons that work perfectly with the existing
Pathfinder RPG classes. Scheduled to ship
in August 2014.
PZO 1129...................................$39.99

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH:
IRON GODS PART 1 FIRES OF CREATION

A strange, violet bonfire burns atop
the town of Torch’s central hill, its
flames hot enough to allow smiths to
work with the hardest of exotic metals
harvested from the enormous crashed
starship at Numeria’s heart. When the
fire is suddenly extinguished, the heroes
must delve into a previously unknown
set of caves below the town that lead
to a strange buried metallic ruin. Will
the heroes survive the technological
dungeon, or will they fall in a hail of
robotic foes and laser fire? A Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game adventure for 1stlevel characters, Fires of Creation is
the first installment in the brand-new
Iron Gods Adventure Path, blending
elements of science fiction and fantasy to
create a unique campaign experience.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PZO 9085...............................$22.99

PATHFINDER CAMPAIGN SETTING:
TECHNOLOGY GUIDE

Ever wondered how a laser gun would
function in a world full of magic and
traditional fantasy weaponry? Look no
further than the Pathfinder Campaign
Setting: Technology Guide! Packed with
64-pages of new technology rules for
the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, this
indispensable resource for Game Masters
running adventures in the land of Numeria,
the setting of the Iron Gods Adventure
Path, will supercharge any fantasy
game looking to incorporate futuristic
and alien technology, including scores
of technological weapons and armor,
new archetypes, and rules for cybernetic
implants, power generators, artificial
intelligences, and more. Scheduled to ship
in August 2014.  
PZO 9272 ..................................$19.99

PATHFINDER CARDS:
IRON GODS ADVENTURE PATH
ITEM CARDS DECK

Claim
alien
weapons,
inscrutable
technology, and breakthroughs of superscience with this collection of radical
treasures for use in your Iron Gods
Adventure Path campaign. Each of this
set’s 54 beautifully illustrated, full-color
cards includes space on the back for
players to add notes on their treasures.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PZO 3045...................................$10.99

GAMES

POKÉMON COMPANY
INTERNATIONAL

TROLLBLOOD DOZER & SMIGG
HEAVY WARBEAST

PIP 71086...................................$54.99

Shoot for the moon and prepare for
interstellar adventure with Pathfinder
Player Companion: People of the Stars!
Along
with
new,
out-of-this-world
character options like feats, spells, and
magic items, this sourcebook gives players
all the information they need to explore
Golarion’s solar system - and beyond!             
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PZO 9449...................................$12.99

PATHFINDER TALES: REIGN OF STARS NOVEL

by Tim Pratt
When the leader of the ruthless Technic League calls in
a favor, the mild-mannered alchemist Alaeron has no
choice but to face a life he thought he’d left behind long
ago. Accompanied by his only friend, a street-savvy thief
named Skiver, Alaeron must head north into Numeria,
a land where brilliant and evil arcanists rule over the
local barbarian tribes with technology looted from a
crashed spaceship. Can Alaeron and Skiver survive long
enough to unlock the secrets of the stars? From Hugo
Award-winner Tim Pratt comes a fantastical adventure of
science, savagery, and the vagaries of the human heart
rooted in the Pathfinder RPG Iron Gods Adventure Path.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PZO 8522	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$9.99

It’s time to light an inferno with the
Charizard-EX Box! Unleash the wild fire
of this incredibly hot Pokémon as a neverbefore-seen foil promo card, then turn up
the heat with a fantastic, oversized foil
promo card. Plus, get fired up for battle
with four Pokémon TCG booster packs
and a bonus code card for the Pokémon
Trading Card Game Online! Scheduled to
ship in May 2014.
PUI 10923.......................................... PI
Roar Loud, Roar Proud! Let your voice
be heard with the roaring might of the
Pokémon TCG: Pyroar Box! The red-hot
majesty of this fire-maned Pokémon is
unleashed as a never-before-seen foil
card, supported by two foil Trainer cards
to turn up the heat even more! You’ll also
find a Quick Guide to help you turn these
cards into a hot Fire-type deck, plus a
bonus code card for the Pokémon TCG
Online! Plus, the Pyroar Box expands your
collection with three Pokémon TCG booster
packs. Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
PUI 10934........................................... PI

PRIVATEER PRESS

HORDES

PLAID HAT GAMES

SUMMONER WARS:
ALLIANCES MASTER SET

Featuring eight complete faction decks,
Summoner Wars: Alliances features
new summoners that are hybrids of two
existing factions, both blending the theme
of the two factions and expanding deckbuilding possibilities. Scheduled to ship in
August 2014.
PSI PHGSW-MSA.........................$59.95

PIP 34102...................................$49.99

CYGNAR LIEUTENANT ALLISON
JAKES CHARACTER SOLO

PIP 31104...................................$14.99

KHADOR KOVNIK ANDREI
MALAKOV CHARACTER SOLO

PIP 33103...................................$14.99

MERCENARIES GASTONE CROSSE
CHARACTER SOLO

PIP 41111...................................$14.99

RETRIBUTION OF SCYRAH ELARA
TYRO OF THE THIRD CHAMBER
CHARACTER SOLO

PIP 32102...................................$14.99

THE PROTECTORATE OF MENOTH
SERVATH REZNIK WRATH OF AGES
EPIC WARCASTER
PIP 32099...................................$74.99

MICE & MYSTICS: DOWNWOOD
TALES EXPANSION

The Bestiary introduces all-new creatures
for the 13th Age roleplaying game,
including the macabre lich aristocrats of
the Undying Peerage, the shadow dragon,
the twygzogs, and the intellect devourer.
Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
IMP PEL13A02.............................$39.95

CRYX BILE THRALLS UNIT

THE PROTECTORATE OF MENOTH
INITIATE TRISTAN DURANT
CHARACTER SOLO

Ashes: Rise of the Phoenixborn is a twoplayer expandable card game where
players take on the roles of Phoenixborn,
powerful, magic-wielding demi-gods.
Using their powers, and the allies they
control, players battle each other until
one remains - and the other falls to ashes!
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PSI PHGASH001..........................$49.95

13TH AGE RPG: BESTIARY

PIP 34108...................................$15.99

PIP 35061...................................$14.99

ASHES: RISE OF THE
PHOENIXBORN

A big box expansion for Mice & Mystics,
Downwood Tales introduces multiple
playable characters, new villains, new
minions, tiles, new mechanics, equipment,
story arcs, and more. Scheduled to ship in
August 2014.
PSI PHGMM003..........................$74.95

CRYX AIAKOS SCOURGE OF THE
MEREDIUS CHARACTER SOLO

POKÉMON TCG: PYROAR BOX

Scheduled to ship in July 2014.

PELGRANE PRESS

WARMACHINE

Scheduled to ship in July 2014.

HIGH COMMAND DBG:
HORDES - GARGANTUAN
MIGHT EXPANSION

Expand Your Command! Bolster your
armies with Gargantuan Might, an
84-card expansion for Hordes High
Command packed with five copies each
of 16 different cards, plus four additional
warlock cards, designed to bring new
strategies to your Trollbloods, Circle
Orboros, Legion of Everblight, and Skorne
decks. Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
PIP 61016...............................$15.99

WWW.GAMETRADEMAGAZINE.COM

Pathfinder Map Pack: Starship Chambers
contains 18 full-color, 5 x 8-inch map tiles,
stunningly crafted by cartographer Jason
A. Engle, that combine to form areas inside
a starship, including habitats, medical and
science labs, and engineering and control
stations. Wet, dry, and permanent markers
erase from the tiles! Scheduled to ship in
August 2014.
PZO 4051...................................$13.99

PATHFINDER PLAYER
COMPANION: PEOPLE
OF THE STARS

June 2014

PATHFINDER MAP PACK:
STARSHIP CHAMBERS

POKÉMON TCG:
CHARIZARD EX BOX
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MODERN MINIATURES
OFFERED AGAIN

O/A DYSTOPIAN WARS: V2.0
CORE RULEBOOK COMMODORE
EDITION
ZOMBIES KEEP OUT:
NIGHT OF THE NOXIOUS
DEAD EXPANSION

The goblin bodgers workshop is
on the verge of being overrun by a
teeming mob of zombies, and now foul
Stinkers have joined the ranks of the
shambling dead! The stench of these
vile zombies is so strong it practically
glows, forcing even other zombies to
keep their distance! Luckily, the bodgers
have a stockpile of new parts to build
canny new defense contraptions. That
might be just what they need to make
it through the night! This expansion
for Zombies Keep Out! contains 10
Contraption cards, 15 Part cards, 10
Terrible Things cards, 15 Glow-inthe-Dark Stinkers, and a rules insert.
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
PIP 60010...............................$17.99

PROFANTASY SOFTWARE
CAMPAIGN CARTOGRAPHER 3:
SYMBOL SET 4 DUNGEONS OF SCHLEY

From the fiendish imagination of awardwinning cartographer Mike Schley comes a
whole new style of dungeon for Campaign
Cartographer 3, featuring devious traps,
lurking horrors, breath-taking hoards, and
ancient architecture. Scheduled to ship in
June 2014.
IMP PFS-SS4................................ $24.95

O/A BENEDICT BAKER

RPR 50305....................................$6.29

RPR 50304....................................$5.99

On the plains of Esfah, the Amazons
prepare for their first solo foray into
battle! Unlike other Dragon Dice races, the
Amazons are ivory, and have no link to any
particular elements in the game. Instead,
they produce magic based on the terrain
on which they are located. The legendary
Nightmare also makes its much-anticipated
first appearance, and will prove to be a
nightmare for your opponents with its speed
and melee strength. Each Amazon kicker
contains a random assortment of eight dice,
complete with one 20mm 10-sided monster
unit and a rules sheet. Scheduled to ship in
June 2014.
IMP SFR1529.................................$9.95

RIO GRANDE GAMES

SPARTAN GAMES

O/A ROWENA VAN GRAAF

OFFERED AGAIN

The Oikoumene Expansion features a
series of modules for use with Olympos
that introduce new Discovery and Wonder
tiles, as well as five Objective tiles.
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.
RGG 470....................................$10.00

SKIRMISHER
PUBLISHING
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OFFERED AGAIN

D-INFINITY VOLUME 6:
THE MYTHOS

QWS SPAT02..................................... PI

O/A PATHFINDER SKULL &
SHACKLES DICE SET (7)

QWS SPAT43..................................... PI

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

O/A OLYMPOS:
OIKOUMENE EXPANSION

Q-WORKSHOP

O/A PATHFINDER SHATTERED
STAR DICE SET (7)

DRAGON DICE:
KICKERS - AMAZON

Command one of the great imperial
powers of the Dystopian Wars! Choose
your territories, defend them from foreign
incursion, or conquer the world! The
choice is yours! Completely revised and
updated, with a streamlined Core Engine
and enhanced Force and Deployment
rules, the Commodore Edition of the
Dystopian Wars: V2.0 Core Rulebook
features comprehensive background on
the core seven nations of this Victorian
Steampunk world of fantastic naval vessels,
hulking land ships, and airships and war
balloons, along with statistics for 21 Battle
Groups encompassing Air, Land, and Sea.
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.
SGS DWRB03.............................$60.00

Exemplified in the works of authors like
H.P. Lovecraft and Robert E. Howard, the
Mythos describes a menacing reality in
which humanity is powerless in the face
of terrible elder forces. These themes have
been incorporated into numerous games,
a number of which are supported by
d-Infinity. Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
IMP SKP1402..............................$14.95

MUNCHKIN: PRINCESSES
DYSTOPIAN WARS:
OPERATION SHADOW
HUNTER 2-PLAYER BOXED SET

Ships are vanishing without a trace.
Rumors of a mysterious ‘Ghost Ship’
are whispered by merchant crews. Set
in the waters around South America,
Operation Shadow Hunter pits two
bitter enemies against each other: the
Empire of the Blazing Sun and the
Federated States of America. The scene
is set for lethal conflict as two of the
deadliest naval forces on the planet
clash in the once calm waters off the
coast of Brazil. Dare you take command
in Operation Shadow Hunter? This
boxed set contains everything players
need to field two opposing fleets,
including the Dystopian Wars Admiral
Edition Rulebook, a Scenario Book,
Scenery Sheets, tokens and templates,
dice, and ship miniatures. Scheduled to
ship in May 2014.
SGS DWBB01........................$135.00

Many children dream of being a fairytale
princess when they get old enough. Munchkin
Princesses proves you don’t have to grow up
to become a princess. This 15-card booster
pack has cards for every Munchkin fan: new
monsters (Prince Charmless and The Eighth
Dwarf), new Treasures (Glass Sneakers and
the Genetically Modified Apple) and, of
course, the Princess card itself. In fact, two
Princesses! Munchkin Princesses will work with
any Munchkin game, but its design matches
the classic cards from the original Munchkin
set. Scheduled to ship in August 2014. NOTE:
This item is sold to retailers in full displays.
Please contact your retailer for availability.
BOOSTER PACK
SJG 4243-S...................................$4.95
BOOSTER PACK DISPLAY (10)
SJG 4243-D................................$49.50

STRONGHOLD GAMES

ULTRA PRO

VICTORY POINT GAMES
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OFFERED AGAIN

POKÉMON XY 3 FULL VIEW
4-POCKET PORTFOLIO

Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
UPR 84298......................................... PI

O/A CHEZ CTHULHU

Prepare for an encounter with the most
sanity-blasting entities in this or any
dimension - your roommates! Chez Cthulhu
brings the horror of Lovecraft’s Mythos right
into your apartment! Work your job - will
you be a Morgue Janitor, a Sanitarium
Attendant, or a Gravedigger? Buy things
to give you Slack - a Straitjacket may be a
good choice, but Friendly Tentacles can also
be helpful. Oh, and Nookie, don’t forget the
Nookie! But, avoid the Ectoplasmic Slime!
Featuring illustrations by John Kovalic,
the 112 cards featured in this stand-alone
game can be combined with Chez Geek for
even more monstrous mayhem!
SJG 1397....................................$19.99

STONE BLADE
ENTERTAINMENT

POKÉMON XY 3 FULL VIEW
9-POCKET PORTFOLIO
AMONG THE STARS

Among The Stars takes place in a warravaged galaxy where the warring alien
races have declared peace in the wake of
a threat with the potential to destroy them
all. An Alliance is established to build
space stations throughout the galaxy in
order to promote trade among the races,
strengthen diplomatic relations, and
defend against this impending threat. Each
player takes the role of one of those races
trying to build the greatest space station.
Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PSI SG-8013...............................$49.95

Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
UPR 84299......................................... PI

OFFERED AGAIN

O/A SOFT TOUCH PLAYMAT

Scheduled to ship in April 2014.
UPR 84329......................................... PI

THE UPPER
DECK COMPANY

THE SOUTH SHALL RISE AGAIN

Crawl out of the trenches and rise to
glory, or die trying - again! Based on the
alternate history of author S.M. Cross’
The South Shall Rise, The South Shall Rise
Again allows players to alter the course
of a fractured United States, increasingly
menaced by Confederate zombie soldiers
(Zebs), and the dangerous Revenants and
Glorious Dead that await you. Featuring
four unique and challenging scenarios,
The South Shall Rise Again is a game of
tactical combat set during the American
Civil War, where those within the
Confederacy take a terrible risk to use the
dead as reanimated soldiers. Scheduled to
ship in July 2014.
VPG TSSRABOX.................................. PI

WARLORD GAMES

BLACK POWDER
OFFERED AGAIN
O/A FRONTIERSMEN

ASCENSION: REALMS UNRAVELED

WLG WG7-FIW-58............................. PI

O/A IROQUOIS WARRIORS

DIAMONDS

TRIPLE ACE GAMES
OFFERED AGAIN

WLG WG7-FIW-59............................. PI

LEGENDARY ENCOUNTERS DBG:
ALIEN CORE SET

There are some places in the universe you
don’t go in alone! Legendary moves from
battling Super Villains to battling chestbursting, face-hugging, acid-for-bloodspewing Aliens! In the first-ever Alien Deck
Building Game, players must cooperate
to defeat the terrifying Xenomorphs using
the greatest protagonists in the Alien
Universe, including Ripley, Dallas, Bishop
and Private Hicks! Each Core Set comes
with over 500+ playable cards featuring
new, original art! Scheduled to ship in
August 2014.
UDC 82438........................................ PI

O/A MOUNTED NAPOLEONIC
BRITISH INFANTRY COLONELS PENSINSULAR CAMPAIGN

WLG WGN-BR-21.............................. PI

USAOPOLY

OFFERED AGAIN
O/A ASCENSION:
THEME PACK DISPLAY (24)

Ascension Theme Packs feature 12 game
cards that can be added to any Ascension
expansion to put a new twist on existing
gameplay! Embrace the chaos with Rat
King and Rat Queen, chase Pots of Gold
with Leprechaun, or take part in Samael
Claus’s gift-giving mischief! Scheduled to
ship in May 2014.
SBE PRM000.............................$119.76

O/A SAVAGE WORLDS RPG:
HELLFROST - LAND OF FIRE TALES FROM THE SANDS

Rooted in the epic Arabian Nights setting
Hellfrost: Land of Fire, Tales from the
Sands is an adventure pack containing
the following scenarios: “The Golden
Queen”, “Darkness at Darshab”, “The Last
Voyage of Sinbad”, and “Reign of Fire”.
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.
PSI TAG10107.............................$24.99

O/A MOUNTED NAPOLEONIC
BRITISH INFANTRY
COLONELS - WATERLOO

WLG WGN-BR-30.............................. PI

MY LITTLE PONY LIFE

Start your journey of friendship and
magic in The Game of Life My Little Pony!
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
USO LF056367.................................. PI
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A trick-taking card game, players in
Diamonds attempt to collect diamonds not cards bearing that suit, mind you, but
actual acrylic crystals included with the
game. Scheduled to ship in August 2014.
PSI SG-0001...............................$24.95

June 2014

A stand-alone expansion for Ascension,
Realms Unraveled introduces Multifaction
cards that allow heroes to belong to
multiple factions, thus unlocking myriad
combinations of powers and abilities neverbefore-seen. These dual-faction heroes
have particular significance alongside
the expansion’s major new mechanic,
Multi-Unite, which offers huge rewards to
players who play multiple heroes from the
same faction in a single turn. Along with
Multi-Unite, Realms Unraveled features the
return of the Transform mechanic, which
permits players to permanently upgrade
cards they acquire into more powerful
versions as the game progresses! This
243-card boxed set comes complete
with 50 deluxe tokens, a game board, a
rulebook, and a storage tray. Scheduled to
ship in June 2014.
SBE 007......................................$39.99
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GAMES

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

O/A NAPOLEONIC BRITISH
LINE INFANTRY COMMAND PENSINSULAR CAMPAIGN

WLG WGN-BR-26.............................. PI

O/A FINNISH MEDIUM
MORTAR TEAM

WLG WGB-FN-29.............................. PI

O/A KEGG HOUNDS

WLG JD127........................................ PI

TABLETOP
WORKSHOP
OFFERED AGAIN

O/A NAPOLEONIC BRITISH LINE
INFANTRY COMMAND - WATERLOO

WLG WGN-BR-29.............................. PI

O/A FINNISH PANZERSCHRECK
AND ANTI-TANK RIFLE TEAMS

WLG WGB-FN-23.............................. PI

O/A GERMAN PIONEERS

WLG BWM03..............................$24.57

KAIJUDO TCG: QUEST
FOR THE GAUNTLET
O/A COTTAGE

WLG 28MEDCOTT.............................. PI

O/A NAPOLEONIC BRITISH
STARTER ARMY - WATERLOO

WLG WGN-BR-08............................... PI

BOLT ACTION
OFFERED AGAIN

O/A M4 SHERMAN PLASTIC
BOXED SET (75)

WLG WGB-AI-502.............................. PI

O/A MEDIEVAL CHAPEL

WLG 28MEDCHAP............................. PI

O/A AFRIKA KORPS 5CM
PAK 38 ANTI-TANK GUN

WLG WGB-AK-21............................... PI

O/A ORDERS DICE PACKS OLIVE DRAB

WLG WGB-DICE-17............................ PI

Heller has found the First Gauntlet the VERY First Gauntlet! The one that
created the Veil! What does that mean
for our heroes, and what must you do
to stand against the melee? Draft Now!
Designed specifically for Booster Draft
play, Quest for the Gauntlet is a 170card expansion for the Kaijudo Trading
Card Game introduced in new, 14-card
boosters packed in 36-count displays,
as well as tournament-ready, preconstructed, 40-card Evolution Swarm
Master Challenge Decks featuring
featuring three premium cards, a
Quest for the Gauntlet booster pack,
a playmat, and a Quick-start guide
offered in 8-count displays. Scheduled
to ship in May 2014. NOTE: This item
is sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
BOOSTER DISPLAY (36)
WOC A85870000-D.............$143.64
EVOLUTION SWARM MASTER
CHALLENGE DECK DISPLAY (8)
WOC A8591NHD0-D..............$95.92

O/A MERCHANT’S HOUSE

WLG 28MEDMERC............................. PI

June 2014
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O/A SS-STURMBATAILLON
CHARLEMAGNE

WLG WGB-SS-02................................ PI

O/A AFRIKA KORPS
KRADSCHUTZEN MOTORCYCLE

WLG WGB-AK-22............................... PI

WLG WG-TER-35................................ PI

JUDGE DREDD
MINIATURES GAME
OFFERED AGAIN

O/A AFRIKA KORPS
KRADSCHUTZEN MOTORCYCLE

WLG WGB-AK-23............................... PI
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O/A STONE WALLS

O/A GALEN DEMARCO, PI
AND TRAVIS PERKINS

WLG JD131........................................ PI

O/A TOWNHOUSE

WLG 28MEDTOWN........................... PI

KAIJUDO TCG: QUEST FOR THE
GAUNTLET SET PREMIERE BOX

Heller has found the First Gauntlet the VERY First Gauntlet! The one that
created the Veil! What does that mean
for our heroes, and what must you do
to stand against the melee? Draft Now!
The Set Premiere is the first chance
for players to crack open packs and
play with the new cards in Quest for
the Gauntlet! Participants will use an
exciting new Set Premiere Box filled
with five 14-card booster packs to
build a 30-card minimum Sealed Deck.
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.
WOC A97500000..................$19.99

WYRD MINIATURES

GAMES

WIZKIDS/NECA

MALIFAUX: GUILD
THE LONE MARSHAL

THROUGH THE BREACH RPG:
FATE DECK

Containing the special Malifaux suits, as
well as a major arcana of Through the
Breach art, this Fate Deck is sure to flip Red
Jokers! Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
WYR 30301................................$15.00

ATTACK WING: DUNGEONS & DRAGONS WAVE ONE

Each Attack Wing: Dungeons & Dragons Expansion Pack includes one prepainted miniature, complete with a maneuver dial as well as upgrade cards
and tokens. Scheduled to ship in October 2014.
EXPANSION PACK 1 WZK 71588	���������������������������������������������� $29.99
EXPANSION PACK 2 WZK 71589	���������������������������������������������� $24.99
EXPANSION PACK 3 WZK 71590	���������������������������������������������� $14.99
EXPANSION PACK 4 WZK 71591	���������������������������������������������� $24.99
EXPANSION PACK 5 WZK 71592	���������������������������������������������� $24.99
EXPANSION PACK 6 WZK 71593	���������������������������������������������� $24.99
EXPANSION PACK 7 WZK 71594	���������������������������������������������� $14.99
EXPANSION PACK 8 WZK 71595	���������������������������������������������� $19.99

THROUGH THE BREACH RPG:
FATE MASTERS KIT

Armed with these deluxe character sheets
and Fatemaster’s screen, a Fatemaster
(and his Fated players) are primed to
head Through the Breach with critical
information available on the fly, and plenty
of space to record key details. Scheduled
to ship in June 2014.
WYR 30303................................$25.00

THROUGH THE BREACH RPG:
THE FATED ALMANAC

Embrace Fate...Or Deny It! The stories
of Lady Justice, Nicodem, Colette
DuBois, and many other masters of
Malifaux are told with furious battles
on tabletops across the globe. Some
rise, some fall, none of these characters
have left unscarred. Their fates have
become legend. Now it is time to
determine your fate! A card-driven
roleplaying game rooted in the world
of Malifaux, Through the Breach allows
players to take on the roles of various
citizens, such as Gunfighters, Drudges,
Dabblers, and Entertainers. These
are the Fated. As a Fated, you know
your future, it has been told to you, as
cryptic as the sparrow on a moonless
night. It is your task to rush headlong
into the arms of destiny, or to carve
your own future. This core rulebook
contains all the rules for character
creation, combat, magic, and anything
else Fated characters need on their
adventures in the world of Malifaux.
Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
WYR 30102........................... $40.00

YY CARD WORLD

CARDFIGHT VANGUARD TCG:
CHAMPIONS OF THE COSMOS
EXTRA BOOSTER DISPLAY (15)

STAR TREK ATTACK WING: ATTACK AND DEFENSE DICE PACK

Each Star Trek: Attack Wing Attack and Defense Dice Pack contains
10 dice for players to add to their Star Trek: Attack Wing games - five
additional Attack Dice and five additional Defense Dice. Scheduled to ship
in July 2014.
WZK 71667................................................................................. $9.99

THROUGH THE BREACH RPG:
THE FATE MASTER’S ALMANAC

This companion rulebook to The Fated
Almanac holds additional background
information for the Through the Breach
RPG, plus new rules and a bestiary of
villains and monsters for the Fatemaster to
unleash upon Fated characters. Scheduled
to ship in June 2014.
WYR 30101................................$40.00

Fight for the galaxy with Champions of the
Cosmos! This Nova Grappler expansion
set for the Cardfight Vanguard Trading
Card Game contains long-awaited
updates for the popular Blau deck with
all-new mechanics and abilities for the
quick-minded Nova Grappler player!
5-cards per pack / 15 packs per display.
Scheduled to ship in June 2014. NOTE:
This item is sold to retailers in full displays.
Please contact your retailer for availability.
YCW 400486-D................................. PI
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Engage in daring dragon-to-dragon aerial combat with the Attack Wing:
Dungeons & Dragons Miniatures Game! WizKids Games, the industry
leader in quality, pre-painted plastic miniatures, is pleased to bring the
heroes, villains, and monsters of Dungeons & Dragons to life in this latest
fantasy miniatures game series! Utilizing the FlightPath Maneuver System,
command your armies in combat & customize your fantasy miniatures
with Riders, Spells, and Magical Upgrades. The Attack Wing: Dungeons
& Dragons Starter Set comes complete with three pre-painted dragons,
maneuver dials, and numerous upgrade cards and tokens. Scheduled to
ship in October 2014.
WZK 71587	������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $49.99

Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
WYR 20110................................$35.00

June 2014

ATTACK WING: DUNGEONS & DRAGONS STARTER SET
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GAMES
CARDFIGHT VANGUARD TCG:
DIVINE DRAGON PROGRESSION
EXTRA BOOSTER DISPLAY (15)

Seal the fates of your opponents with
Divine Dragon Progression! This Kagero
expansion set for the Cardfight Vanguard
Trading Card Game introduces divine
power with the unique Grade 4 card type!
Master the intricacies and challenge your
deck-building skills to create the ultimate
Kagero deck with all-new cards and
abilities! 5-cards per pack / 15 packs per
display. Scheduled to ship in June 2014.
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full
displays. Please contact your retailer for
availability.
YCW 400493-D................................. PI

FUTURE CARD BUDDYFIGHT TCG:
IMMORTAL ENTITIES
EXTRA BOOSTER VOLUME 1
DISPLAY (15)

Wreak havoc with Extra Booster Pack
Volume 1 - Immortal Entities! Unleashing the
divine might of the Dragon Lords of Ancient
World upon the Future Card Buddyfight
Trading Card Game arena, this extra
booster contains all-new cards for Dragon
World and Katana World. Collect them all
and create a mythic deck worthy of legends!
Each display also contains one promo card
(four designs) as a box-topper supplement.
5-cards per pack / 15 packs per display.
Scheduled to ship in June 2014. NOTE: This
item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
YCW 400578-D................................. PI

June 2014
34

The streets of Carcassonne are filled
with kids who are trying to catch
the animals set loose for the festival.
The city has never been so alive!
This version of the modern classic,
Carcassonne, has been adapted
to allow players of all ages to play
together. No need to count points!
Each turn, you place a tile to build
Carcassonne. When you close a
street with one or more kids of your
color, you get to put your pawns
on the board. Be the first to place
all of your pawns to win the game!
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
ZMG 78600............................................................................... $34.99

WEISS SCHWARZ TCG: ANGEL BEATS!

Fresh from the hit animation and game series Angel Beats! comes a unique and fresh
Weiss Schwarz English Edition release! Enjoy the all-new exclusive cards and characters
introduced in Angel Beats! Re:Edit 50-card Trial Decks offered in 6-count displays, and
supplemental boosters packed in 20-count displays. Scheduled to ship in July 2014. NOTE:
This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BOOSTER DISPLAY (20)
YCW 272770-D	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI
TRIAL DECK DISPLAY (6)
YCW 272756-D	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� PI

ENIGMA

One World, Four Puzzles!
Featuring four
games
in one, reproduce color
patterns, reconstruct the
picture, connect all the
conduits, and balance the
scales in Enigma! Scheduled
to ship in July 2014.
ZMG 71440........ $44.99

Z-MAN GAMES
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CARCASSONNE: MY FIRST
CARCASSONNE

HELIOS

CARCASSONNE EXPANSION 9: HILLS AND SHEEP

With your shepherd, try your luck at sheep herding and you might just see a
whole flock gather at your feet. But beware, wolves are prowling the corner
waiting for a snack! Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
ZMG 78009............................................................................... $17.99

The high priests have finally
found the secret to a happy life.
With the sun on their side, they’ve
discovered a means to improve
their way of life. Will you be
able to achieve their greatness
and develop your plot of land in
order to gather the most benefits?
Let the sun shine on your territory
and your temples to collect
the resources that they bring.
Surround yourself with the right
people to reach your goal. After
all, where there is shadow, there
is also light! Scheduled to ship in July 2014.
ZMG 71460............................................................................... $64.99

GAMES
PROPHECY: EXPANSION 2 - WATER REALM

Dig for buried treasure on an island in the middle of the ocean, pass
through the Gate to the Water Realm to explore an undersea world of
magic and monsters, and be the first to defeat the Lord of the Sea or the
Ancient Squid and earn the ultimate prize - a fabled Pearl of the Abyss - in
this second expansion for the fantasy board game Prophecy! Scheduled
to ship in July 2014.
ZMG 71382............................................................................... $34.99

ZVEZDA
OFFERED AGAIN

O/A BATTLE FOR MOSCOW 1941

ZVE 6180	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.50

O/A SOVIET SKIERS

ZVE 6199	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$4.50

June 2014

O/A GERMAN ELITE TROOPS 1939-43

WWW.GAMETRADEMAGAZINE.COM

General Winter Has Reported For Duty! Battle for Moscow, 1941, offers a new challenge
to confront Soviet and German commanders on the Eastern Front: the deadly Russian
winter! Fully compatible with all World War II Art of Tactic games and miniatures, this
stand-alone starter set introduces new winter weather rules, boards, and terrain pieces,
and features all-new sculpts for German and Soviet soldiers in winter uniforms and the
new T-35 Soviet tank!
ZVE 6215	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$79.95
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